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Leave NO INCUMBENT STANDING !
Voters Know Barack Obama Wants
YOUR Guns, and he is turning the
American Republic into his own Marxist
state of oppression with Congress et al

Halawa Valley Campsites
Constructed by Molokai
Residents Subject of Complaint

Ainokea
This is VOTE crunch time. We are
less than one week away from the most
important election in our lifetimes. As
Sovereign United States Nationals, we
have a responsibility to keep or government agents, including the Usurper
Barack H. Obama, working to preserve
and defend our right to keep and bear
arms and our whole Constitution for the
United States of America.
Obama and his socialist cohorts,
Defendant Obama is named as
continue acting unilaterally against We
"de facto president of the United States." The People with his bank bailouts,
socialized medicine, FEMA/TSA/DHS, War on Drugs, War on Iraq/Afghanistan,
and his United Nations gun ban treaty that will be used to deny American Citizens
their right to keep and bear arms that is guaranteed to us by the 2nd Am.
With the election just days away, most Americans disapprove of both
Democrats and Republicans in Congress, while 58 percent of our fellow citizens
say it's time for a third party, to break out of the two-party mold and take a look
at independent candidates’ idealism and independence, support the Constitution,
because the two major parties seem to be controlled by special interests or the parties' most extreme elements, leading directly to government dysfunction.
Yes, more Americans now identify themselves as independent than Democrat
or Republican, and there are 140 independent or third-party candidates running for
the U.S. House of Representatives this year -- many GOOD choices to replace
crooked incumbents. Are Voters insane? Insanity is doing the same thing over and
over and expecting a different result. But that's what Voters have been doing electing the same crooked career politicians of the same political parties year after year
-- 13 trillion in debt, open borders, and 8 million lost jobs, TSA, DEA, Wars,
trashed economy, is what we got with incumbents. To change Washington, we have
to change who we send there with this election: Vote No Incumbents !!
The parties are not mentioned in the Constitution, but Democratic Party and
Republican Party incumbents act as if they are the purpose of our politics. They
are not! Until we see newly elected keep their Oath of Office to defend the
Constitutional limits on government agents, we will see more declarations of independent candidates and Voters. The courage of their example could drive a renewal of our Constitutional Republic, and Sovereignty of We The People.

Take out all Incumbents ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
Enforce the Constitution’s limits on power! End real property
taxs in Hawaii ! Let Freedom and Liberty and Truth in government shine in USA. Vote: Take out ALL Incumbents !

Maui County building inspectors received a complaint [from someone they
will not identify] that several camping shelters like these pictured here were constructed without building permits along the shoreline at Halawa Bay. The
impromptu facilities included cesspool type toilets, and fresh water showerstalls.
The County, on April 8, 2010, conducted an inspection, and confirmed that no
bulding permits had been issued for any of the structures.
Letters addressed to Puu O Hoku Ranch, Ltd, Ms. Keala Coelho, dated June
4 and August 23, warned that she had until December 1, 2010 to obtain after the
fact building permits and pay some fines, or remove the structures. Even though
no evidence was presented that Puu O Hoku Ranch nor Ms. Coelho constructed
the shelters or even own the beach shoreline on which they are constructed, she
was further warned that failure to comply will result in a Notice of Violation and
an initial fine of $500, and additional fines of $100 per day.
Local weekend/holiday campers found copies of the Violation Notice letters,
and some familied called a meeting on Sunday 10-24 to agree on what they should
do to protect the shelter frames, toilets, showers they recently built. They
expressed fears that police would decend upon them in the name of Building Code
Enforcement, and destroy all their work in this remote camping area on the North
Shore of Molokai that most regular campers have been using since before the
1970’s when the rock house [photo bottom] was constructed with permission from
the lady who owned that area at the time, and a fishing operation and horse riding
businesses were conducted.
The MAN attended for these photos and background info. Then on Monday
learned from County Public Works employees that the County sent another letter
notifying Ms. Coelho that the County has no jurisdiction in Halawa, and was
therefore closing the file for this Request for Services #10-0001643. However,
that letter was not posted for the campers. So who made the Complaint?
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State Sovereignty: Nullify Now!
Stop Federal “Obamanations”!

Are we Hawaiians Free, Sovereign individuals, or slaves of Obamanation?
The Tenth Amendment clearly says we retain our Sovereignty over USA !
At the North Carolina ratifying convention Samuel Spencer said, “It appears
to me that the state governments are not sufficiently secured and that they may
be swallowed up by the great mass of powers given to congress.”
Oliver Ellsworth from Connecticut said, “The United States are sovereign on
their side of the line of divided jurisdictions, the states on the other. Each ought
to have the power to defend their respective jurisdictions.”
Another of our Yankee brethren, Mr Williams wrote “Are not the terms common defense and general welfare indefinite and undefinable terms? What checks
have the state governments against such encroachments?”
And that’s the questions we’re facing again today – what checks do the
states have against such encroachments? The Obamanation encroachments are in
our face every day. From Real ID to national health care, gun confiscation, TSA,
DEA, Homeland Security, FEMA, WARS, and everything in between.
Clearly, the 10th Amendment was never intended to be a throwaway or a
quaint relic. Its necessity in creation was brought about by clear and deliberate
decision – by people who stingily delegated their sovereign authority to this limited powers agent [USA] they were creating by Constitutional definitions.
Today we’re dedicated to the repeal or nullification of all unconstitutional
federal legislation that has been illegally imposed upon us by the general government [aka U.S.A. incorporated Obamanation].
Hawaiians need to work together so we can implement the promotion of
state sovereignty legislation, including the nullification of unlawful general government acts by Obama and Congress, and Supreme Court crooks. We need to
warn Obamanoids that “when you send your federal agents DEA, ATF, IRS et al,
here to try and overturn sovereign state law, our constitutional sheriffs are going
to put them in jail – and you can come pay their fine to get ‘em out!”
At the end of the American Revolution [aka the illegal overthrow of the
British King’s rule in America] the states were 13 free and independent countries. They created a limited powers government [USA] to handle things they felt
could be better done at a central location in Washing DC. But never in anything I
can read was there a desire to be anything but free and independent states. We’re
members of a voluntary compact – not slaves to a federal leviathan.
But, in Hawaii and our states today, both sovereignty and solvency are in
peril. Sovereignty’s betrayal for solvency’s temporary relief is always on the
table between D.C. and our state capitols. It’s you and me, and the rest of us who
have to be the obstacle to that short sale of freedom. If we don’t do it, who will?
If not today, when? VOTE out ALL incumbents who are proven TRAITORS.!
For every unlawful general government imposition, we must reject – we are
not going to be slaves to illegal legislation to obtain federal dollaras. It is up to
us to remind our states of Madison’s warning that encroachments by the central
government must “excite the legislatures to watchfulness and impose upon them
the strongest obligation and that is to preserve unimpaired the line of partition.”
That line, States vs USA, is blurred, and hardly exists anymore, thanks to Obama
Lee County sheriff EJ Melvin pled not guilty to 47 new charges in what
prosecutors are calling a complex drug conspiracy case. Melvin resigned after he and Pelosi, and Lingle/Aiona, Abercrombie, Inouye, Akaka, et al.
So today, let’s make up our minds – The Tenth Amendment says we are no
and 11 others were charged with a drug distribution conspiracy. Witnesses
longer
going to accept buzzwords from politicians. Starting today, let us be real
accused Lee of dealing cocaine from his official vehicle and state police agents
clear
to
those newly elected politicians – we will no longer accept general govsaid that they had given Melvin a list of possible drug dealers, only to have him
ernment [Feds] theft of our liberties, or freedoms, our Bill of Rights, our
use it to tip off the dealers and plan to get money from other dealers in exchange
Sovereignty over government agents. No longer will we stand by idly while our
for keeping agents away. The second indictment charges that Melvin abused his pockets are picked by political parties to fund the perpetual welfare-warfare state.
position as sheriff to enrich himself and others through drug dealing, extorted
No longer will we tolerate a vast nationalist state that has become aggressive
kickbacks, and money laundering. He is now facing one count of conspiracy to abroad and despotic at home, and the usupers decided that the Constitutionally
distribute more than five kilograms of powder cocaine, 20 counts of extorting
defined limits of its own power can be ignored with impunity—TREASON !
kickbacks from drug dealers, three counts of money laundering, one count of taking more than $5,000 in victim assistance funds for personal use, three counts of
lying to state and federal agents, and 18 counts of using a telephone to facilitate
drug trafficking. He faces up to life in prison for the drug conspiracy and
between 20 and life for the racketeering counts.
The phrase "war on drugs" conjures up images of DEA agents locking up
SHOCK: he has been allowed to remain free on bail.
big-time drug King Pins. But the reality is much less glamorous and a lot closer

Dirty Cops in Dirty War on Drugs

“War on Drugs” is Worse than Drugs
Support Prop. 19: Free Marijuana !

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!
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to home. Over 700,000 people were arrested in the United States in 2009 just for
possessing marijuana -- not selling or buying it.
Police waste valuable resources targeting non-violent marijuana consumers
in communities across the country, while thousands of violent crimes go
unsolved. After decades trying to make America "drug free," marijuana is easier
for kids to get than alcohol. The "war on drugs" is a massive failure. Yet we
waste $40 billion every year fighting it. Criminals and police/politicians benefit.
California Proposition 19 would make marijuana available to adults over 21
in California and make that state the first to regulate, tax and control marijuana
just like alcohol and tobacco. If passed, Prop 19 could be the tipping point we
need to end the failed "war on drugs."
The vote is less than one week away -Nov.2, take action now and stand in
support of Prop 19 and the reform of marijuana laws, to end Prohibition, today.
With increasing violence associated with criminal drug cartels, Americans
are beginning to realize that prohibition has failed, and taxing and regulating
marijuana is a smarter more effective policy. Marijuana use is not criminal.
Obama's socialist police state takeover must be stopped and Obama et al
who conspired with him to defraud American Citizens in the 2008 elections must
be put into prison for TREASON. This is not simply sleazy Chicago machine
politics. It is the systematic breaking of the law - bribery, attempt to interfere
(and manipulate) elections using taxpayer-funded jobs, influence peddling and
abuse of power. Obama is the most consequential president in our lifetime,
transforming America into something our Founding Fathers would find not only
unrecognizable, but repugnant. And, all United States Citizens should react likewise and stop this Obombanation before it destroys all our liberty and freedom,
indeed our very Republic is doomed under Usurper Obama.
Like all radical revolutionaries, Obama is consumed by the pursuit of power
- attaining it, wielding it and maximizing it. Mr. Obama's fledgling thug state
must be stopped. Mr. Obama has betrayed the American people, violated Oath.
Obama The Usurper, and all incumbents, must fail at this election Nov 2.
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Obama-FBI Deny gun rights to
Vet who defended himself

Acting on behalf of an honorably discharged Vietnam War veteran, the
Second Amendment Foundation filed a lawsuit against Obama’s Attorney
General Eric Holder and the Federal Bureau of Investigation over enforcement of
a federal statute that can deny gun rights to someone with a simple misdemeanor
conviction on his record.
The lawsuit was filed in United States District Court for the District of
Columbia. SAF and co-plaintiff Jefferson Wayne Schrader of Cleveland, GA are
represented by attorney Alan Gura, who successfully argued both the Heller and
McDonald cases before the U.S. Supreme Court.
In July 1968, Schrader, then 21, was found guilty of misdemeanor assault and
battery relating to a fight involving a man who had previously assaulted him. The
altercation was observed by a police officer, who arrested Schrader, then an
enlisted man in the Navy. The man he fought with was in a street gang that had
attacked him for entering their "territory," according to the criminal complaint.
Schrader was ordered to pay a $100 fine and $9 court cost. He subsequently
served a tour of duty in Vietnam and was eventually honorably discharged.
Twenty years later, in 2008 and again in 2009, Mr. Schrader was denied
the opportunity to receive a shotgun as a gift, or to purchase a handgun for personal protection. He was advised by the FBI to dispose of or surrender any
firearms he might have or face criminal prosecution.
"Schrader's dilemma," explained SAF Executive Vice President Alan
Gottlieb, "is that until recently, Maryland law did not set forth a maximum sentence for the crime of misdemeanor assault. Because of that, he is now being
treated like a felon and his gun rights have been denied by Obama’s FBI."
No fair-minded person can tolerate gun control laws being applied this way,.
Schrader's case is a great example of why gun owners cannot trust Obama or any
government bureaucrats to enforce gun laws. There is only one valid gun law in
the USA: 2nd Amendment.....Right of the People to keep and bear arms shall not
be infringed. Period !
Now, more than ever, we need every gun owner and patriot’s commitment
to fight the war against unlawful gun enforcement. Now, the fate of our Second
Amendment Rights lays in the hands of the anti-gun nuts Obama has nominated
to "represent" America at the UN Arms Trade Treaty negotiations. Obama has
already stacked the courts with radical justices who will strike down anyone who
contests this assault on our gun rights freedom from government infringments.
Obama made sure nothing stands in his way of passing a slew of the most
strangling gun laws in history. Obama's ideal America is a country where ALL
your firearms are regulated and or destroyed. Say goodbye to that nice family
heirloom rifle you were planning to pass on to the kids. Once he grabs your guns,
Obama will make sure you and your family become walking targets for his government ATF thugs, terrorists, and common criminals.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
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Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Where is YOUR retirement Pay?

Dear Editor: High Social Security payroll taxes have contributed to yearly
Social Security Trust Fund surpluses until the proclaimed surplus is now in
excess of $2.5 trillion. However, Congress has elected to sacrifice Social
Security7 on the alter of corruption by spending the entire surplus requiring the
US Treasury to cover the embezzlement by issuing non-negotiable IOU bonds to
the Trust Fund. Such economically irresponsible and morally reprehensible
behavior by entranched politicians demonstrates their total disrespect for working people.
After successfully looting the Trust Fund, Congress now plans to loot individual IRAs and 401[k]s because they contain the largest source of untapped revenue. At the end of 200 there were $4.26 trillion of assets in IRAs and $2.77
trillion in 401[k] plans. Confiscation of these retirement plans is now being formalized in hearings initiated on September 14 by the Labor Department’s
Employee Benefits Security Administration. When confiscation is enacted by
Congress our retirement accounts will be converted to Guaranteed Retirement
Accounts [GRAs].
The confiscation of our retirement and savings plans will require our government to sell equities in the private accounts in exchange for the “safety of
Tresuries”. However, there is no safety in Treasuries as they are Ground Zero
when it comes to fiat [paper] currency risk. The Obama administration’s 10 year
budget plan predicts that the national debt of the U.S. will exceed $25 trillion in
2019. At some total debt level a tipping point will occur, causing hyperinflation
resulting in an explosion of the debt bomb. When that happens, your “safe”
GRA will become worthless.
Sincerely Robert A. Dahlquist
==========================================

Big Bank Goldman Sachs Profits When Hawaii
pension funds run out in year 2020 !
The pending pension fund crises in eleven states, including Hawaii, came to
light in December, 2008 with objections to Goldman Sachs simultaneously selling state bonds while betting against the state by selling credit default swaps,
which imply that the state may not be able to repay its bonds.
For those of us in Hawaii wondering where our next manapua will come
from, it was not good news to read that Wall Street is not only betting against
our state economy, they are investing in its failure.
Goldman Sachs, which received a $10 billion Obama bailout, is using that
money for exotic instruments to enrich themselves by worsening a recession that
they, of course, helped to bring about.
They are selling “credit-default swaps” that will work if they can find a way
to drive 11 states farther into the economic dumps. Investors stop investing in
Hawaii. So far, no state legislator has ventured a solution to the predictable crisis. The incoming administration, which could be in office until just before the
pension crisis takes hold, will likely dump it onto its replacement.

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COLORADO 40 acres $28,500!
Near mountains, Rio Grande River
and small town. Good road access,
fully surveyed. $350 down, $350
monthly. Call Owner 806-676-8690

It’s Official: Obama Has Now
Borrowed $3 Trillion
Reported bu the U.S. Treasury Department.
It took from 1776, when the United States became an independent country,
until 1990, for the federal government to accumulate a total of $3 trillion in
debt, according to the Treasury Department. Obama only took from Jan. 20,
2009, the day President Barack Obama was inaugurated, until Oct. 15, 2010, for
the Obama administration to add$3 trillion to that federal debt.
The overall debt of the federal government, according to the Treasury
Department, is now $13.666 trillion.
Each business day, in the afternoon, the Treasury Department’s Bureau of
the Public Debt publishes the exact amount—to the penny--of total federal debt
as of the close of the previous business day.
At the close of business on Jan. 20, 2009, according to the bureau, the total
debt of the federal government was $10,626,877,048,913.08. On Oct. 15, 2010,
the federal government borrowed an additional $58,979,549,154.06, bringing the
total federal debt at the close of Friday’s business day to $13,665,926,643,255.96
—an increase of $3,039,049,594,342.88 since Barack Obama’s inauguration.
As calculated by the Bureau of the Public Debt, the total federal debt
includes two major components: debt held by the public, which includes publicly traded securities such as Treasury bonds, and intragovernmental debt, which
is money the government borrows from theoretically dedicated funds within the
government itself, such as the Social Security trust fund.

Obama proposes $10.3 Trillion for welfare--$1million for
each family in poverty, thus facilitating a culture of poverty

'Culture of Poverty' Makes a Comeback reads the headline from Sunday's
New York Times. Patricia Cohen goes on to report: "In the overwhelmingly liberal ranks of academic sociology and anthropology the word 'culture' became a live
grenade, and the idea that attitudes and behavior patterns kept people poor was
shunned. Now, after decades of silence, these scholars are speaking openly about
you-know-what, conceding that culture and persistent poverty are enmeshed."
Researching the “culture of poverty” would examine how marital collapse,
eroded work ethic, and indifference to academic study contribute to financial
poverty. Guess again.
Instead, editors of The Annals firmly declare that the main cause of poverty
is “material deprivation itself.” In other words, the cause of poverty is poverty:
The cure for poverty is to artificially boost the incomes of the poor through welfare payments, free food, housing, medical care, and so on. Socialism.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
This is nothing new. Liberals always have insisted that poverty causes dys2-bdrm house, newly renovated, functional behaviors rather than vice versa. But, if having a low income caused
fully furnished. Carport, storage, laun- problem behaviors (such as illegitimate births and eroded work ethic), then most
dry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
Americans in the 19th and early 20th centuries (whose incomes were far lower
Non-smokers only. No pets. Last
than those of today’s poor) should have been drowning in dysfunctional behavhouse Seaside Place Koheo Wetland iors. Of course, they were not.
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or
The left's continued blindness to the cultural underpinnings of poverty have
phone 1-808-553-5992.
undermined
civil society and bloated our federal budget. Since 1964, the U.S.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
has
spent
$15.9
trillion on means-tested welfare programs. After adjusting for
AUCTION BANK-OWNED HOMES
inflation,
welfare
spending is 13 times higher today than it was in 1965. Welfare
In this area. Now is the time! The
spending
has
grown
more rapidly than Social Security, Medicare, education, and
market, interest rates, and opportunidefense. And what do we have to show for these efforts? Census Bureau says, a
ties couldn’t be better. NEW PROPrecord high 3.7 million Americans fell into poverty in 2009. The out-of-wedlock
ERTIES ADDED DAILY! 2% to
birthrate is now 40% and the African American out-of-wedlock birthrate is 72%.
Buyer’s agents! Bid now online:
When the War on Poverty began the out-of-wedlock birthrate was just 7%.
http://www.OnlineBidNow.com
The collapse of marriage is the root cause of child poverty in the U.S. today.
HUDSON & MARSHALL,
It is far past time to reboot our poverty programs to promote work and encourage
1-866-539-4174
marriage in order to control costs and promote greater self-reliance: Congress
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ needs to establish reasonable fiscal constraints within the welfare system; End
An armed man is a Citizen; the welfare marriage penalty, encourage marriage, self responsibility, employun-armed man is a subject. ment. Our nation can’t afford another 10 years of failed War on Poverty thinking.
===================

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless

Every
Wednesday

DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.
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